Teachers’ Creativity in Posing Statistical Problems from Discrete Data
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Choosing a quality problem in mathematics is a challenge for many teachers. Teachers cannot rely on textbooks for good problems. They have to be able to pose their own problems in order to promote mathematical thinking among students. This study was conducted to explore the creativity of 175 teachers in terms of fluency, flexibility, and originality in posing statistical problems. Participants consisted of secondary school teachers from twenty schools in Peninsular Malaysia. Teaching experience was ranged from 1 to 33 years. The features of the problems posed by these teachers were also studied. The participants were provided a stimulus, which was a set of ungrouped discrete data, and they were asked to pose as many problems as they could. The posed statistical problems were supposed to promote mathematical thinking and to increase students’ understanding. Findings showed that participants were able to pose a total of 270 (74%) statistical problems within the time given. The mean of the creativity score was 11.08 (s.d. = 6.76). Analysis showed no significant difference in creativity between gender and the value of t = -3.46, p = .73, where p > .05. Analysis showed significant differences in the teachers’ creativity scores for three groups of teachers: F(2172) = 6.83, p = .001, p < .05. The results also showed that 115 (31.5%) posed problems focuses on the statistical content measure of central tendency. The study provided exposure to the teachers to pose problems that can trigger students’ thinking in solving statistical problems.
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Introduction

NCTM (2000) has strongly recommended both problem posing and problem solving activities are implemented in the teaching and learning of mathematics. The quality of the problems can serve as an index of how well a person can solve problems (Kilpatrick, 1987). Gonzales (1996) found that there was a correlation between mathematical competence and problem posing. Therefore, teachers should have skills in both posing problems and solving problems in order to help students to learn mathematics (Brown & Walter, 1983; Kilpatrick, 1987; Silver, 1994).

Problem posing is a creation of a new problem or the reformulation of problem through a given situation (Leung, 1993). Problem posing also involve the generation of new problems or questions in order to explore a given situation as specially as a complex problem (Silver, 1994) In posing new problems, the emphasis is not to produce solutions but the structure of the problems itself (Lowrie, 2002). A study by Silver et al. (1996) shows that the activity of problem posing can be done either during the process of problem-solving or after the process of problem solving. According to Chua (2004), Jensen (1973), and Noraini (2001), Guilford and Torrance have identified four types of creative thinking: 1) originality, which is the process of creating new ideas and original; 2) fluency, which is the process of creating a lot of ideas at one time, where the generated ideas do not necessarily to be too different; 3) flexibility, which is the process of producing a range of ideas and different category altogether; and 4) elaboration, which is the process of adding one idea to another idea or process to see something in detail. Balka (1974) used to measure creativity in mathematics in terms of their fluency, flexibility, and the originality of posed problems.

Several studies found that mathematics instruction is still using the traditional methods (Tengku Zawawi, 2005; TIMSS, 2007; Yusminah, 2009; Zakaria & Iksan, 2007). In fact, according to Tengku Zawawi (2005) and Yusminah (2009), teachers are not able convey knowledge and conceptual skills to students effectively. Students were less active in teaching and learning process due to the teacher-centered approach. Student interaction with and among teachers is quite limited. Students prefer to listen for information without making any contribution. They are not willing to ask or to give an opinion (Ministry of Malaysian Education, 2008). Furthermore, Cunningham (2004) states that student serve mostly as listeners and have little responsibility for constructing their own knowledge during lessons. Promoting posing problems in class would give students the experience of having a series of related problems per each topic. As teachers become proficient in problem posing, they will be more willing to have their students engage in such activities (Silver et al., 1996). Students would be able to form and to develop their skills to identify strategies that provide solutions to the problems. According to Perez (1985), research shows that, if students are able to pose a good problem, then the probability that they can solve problems is high. Understanding of mathematical concepts learned by the students can be shown through the works from problem-generating activities (English, 1997; Stickles, 2006).
NCTM (2000) suggested that all students should have knowledge of statistics so that it was not limited to a group who were interested to conduct research only. Initiatives to improve teaching and learning of statistics and probability have been highlighted by the document of NCTM since 1989. More emphasis should be given to these issues so that students can apply the skills in data handling (Brumbaugh & Rock, 2006). However, this topic is often not taught widely. Studies conducted in the US shows that high school students said they get little exposure or indirectly exposed to the topics of statistics or probability (Brumbaugh & Rock, 2006).

According to the study by Leung and Silver (1997), pre-service teachers were able to pose mathematical problems, but mostly their problems were lacking in mathematical complexity, while Crespo (1998) shows that teachers need experience to pose problems so that they can create a good and challenge problems. Giving an original problem to students to solve would be the most effective way to teach mathematics (Perrin, 2007).

Skill in posing statistical problems should be seen as an approach to identify how teachers are able to pose good problems and use the information from environment that leads to creative thinking. The ability to pose a variety of good problems can improve self-confidence in promoting the posing activities in thinking. The ability to pose a variety of good problems can improve self-confidence in promoting the posing activities in class (Stickles, 2006). To pose a problem requires active thinking processes. A stimulus is needed as a trigger for the ideas (Slavin, 2000). In this study, a stimulus, which was the ungrouped discrete data, was given to teachers. There were five steps involved in the process of posing statistical problems. First, a problem poser would try to identify the problem by looking at the information available to suit his/her goal. Second, the poser would identify the source of the problem. In the third step, the problem poser determined what was required for the cognitive domain of thinking, such as the level of knowledge, understanding, or even evaluating (Winograd, 1991). The fourth step carried out posing an interesting problem (Grundmeier, 2003). Finally, the fifth step was checking or looking back at what had been done (Polya, 1973).

In this study, statistical creativity was measured in terms of fluency, flexibility, and originality of the problems (Balka, 1974). The fluency of the problem refers to the number of problems that can be posed in a certain time, not the quality of ideas that are emphasized. Flexibility refers to the number of posed problems different from the quality within the posed problem. Originality refers to uncommon posed problems between participants. Problems features referred to the content of the statistical syllabus of Mathematics Lower Secondary and Upper Secondary, including Additional Mathematics. The features also referred to the cognitive level of Bloom’s taxonomy (Bloom, 1976) which refers to the six levels of cognitive skills needed in teaching and learning mathematics. The hierarchy is arranged from the lower level of thinking to the highest level of thinking, as follows: remembering, understanding, applying, analysing, synthesis, and creating (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001).

The purpose of the study was to identify the creativity of statistical problems in terms of fluency, flexibility, and originality. In addition, this study also tried to identify the features of the posed problem. Specifically, the objectives of this study were as follows:

1) To identify the features of the posed problems among teachers in terms of statistical content.
2) To determine whether there were any statistically significant differences in creativity to pose problem among teachers according to their teaching experience.

Methodology

This study involved a total of 175 mathematics teachers from twenty schools in Peninsular Malaysia. Samples of this study were carried out randomly. Teaching experience of these teachers was ranged from 1 to 33 years. All of them had experience in teaching mathematics and Additional Mathematics. There were several new teachers who had taught less than a year, but they had received in-house training from time to time. Data was collected by the researcher from each school at the selected time. A written instrument was used to collect posing problems. This instrument included a stimulus consisting of 20 ungrouped discrete data. Before the study was conducted, the teachers involved were informed. Through the given stimulus, teachers were asked to pose as many statistical problems that can trigger students to think creatively. The problems were not evaluated for their solution, but for activities that increase the understanding in learning a particular topic. Teachers were reminded that they did not need to solve the posed problems. Teachers were given 20 minutes to carry out their tasks. The posed problems were analyzed in three steps. The first step was to identify whether the problem can be solved. This was due to the logical problem and covered the content in the syllabus. The second step was to identify the statistical content, and the third step was given a score of fluency, flexibility, and the originality of the problem in accordance with a rubric.

Findings and Discussion

The first finding concerns the features of posed problems among teachers in terms of statistical content to answer the research question, “What are the features of the posed problem in terms of the statistical content?” The answers are provided in Table 1, which shows the distribution of statistical problems by category. Statistical content is divided into five sub-categories: content; basic statistics such as frequency, score/value, percentage, ratio, interval classes, class size, frequency tables; measure of central tendency which consists of the mean, mode, median; dispersion measurement which consists of range, quartile range, standard deviation, variance; cumulative frequency tables, bar graphs, line graphs, pie charts, histograms, frequency polygon, ogive; an opinion, conclusion/summary.

Teachers had posed a total of 365 problems, but after the analysis only 270 (74%) was categorized as a statistical problem. The problem posed by these teachers, mostly centered on the one sub-main statistical content with 173 (47.4%) problems. The percentage was highest in the central measurement, 115 (31.5%) problems. A total of 71 (19.5%) posed problems were the combination of two sub-content. For example, there were 40 (11.0%) posed problems in the category of “The combination of BS and one of the CT, DM, CG, and OC”. While only 26 (7.1%) of the posed problems were a combination of three sub-contents. The posed problems that involved student opinions, making conclusions, and discussion were very limited. For example, in the main categories of sub-content, only 5 (1.4%) problems posed in the “OC” category. A total of 30 (8.2%) of the problems for “The combination of CT and one of the DM, CG, OC” were in two sub-content category, and only 1 (0.3%) problem was in the category of “The combination of CT
The second research question: “Are there any statistically significant differences in creativity to generate problem among teachers according to teaching experience?” Table 3 showed the summary for one way between-groups ANOVA.

Testing for homogeneity of variance for the three groups showed the values of the Levene’s = 1.258 (Sig. = .287), which is >.05. ANOVA analysis was used to explore the impact of teachers’ experience in creativity scores through the ungrouped discrete data. Teachers were grouped into three groups according to years of teaching (group 1: less than 6 years; group 2: 6 to 10 years; group 3: more than 10 years). Analysis showed significant differences at p < .05 in creativity scores for three groups of teachers: F (2172) = 6.83, p = .001. Post-hoc comparisons using the Turkey HSD test showed a group 1 mean score (M = 8.53, SD = 5.85) were significantly different from group 3 (M = 13.15, SD = 6.94). Group 2 (M = 10.59, SD = 6.53) did not differ significantly from group 1 or group 3. Experience teachers (>10 yrs) are more creative in generating problems than other teachers. This may be due to the exposure to more statistical knowledge during their teaching career.

**Conclusion**

Teachers who participated in this study were asked to pose a statistical problem. However, from 365 posed problems, only 270 (74%) problems were accepted for this study. The excluded problems were not logical, did not have a solution, or were incomplete. The features posed problems were identified in terms of statistical content. The findings showed that not all teachers tend to posed higher-order thinking problems. There were differences in terms of experience; the differences between the group of teachers whose experience ranged fewer than six years and other groups were clearly shown.

**Table 1.**
Number of problems according to categories of statistical content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical content category</th>
<th>Number of problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>5sub-main content</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic statistics (BS)</td>
<td>36 (9.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of tendency (CT)</td>
<td>115 (31.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispersion measurement (DM)</td>
<td>14 (3.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charts and graphs (CG)</td>
<td>3 (.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinions and conclusions (OC)</td>
<td>5 (1.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The combination of two sub-content</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS and one of the CT, DM, CG, OC</td>
<td>40 (11.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT and one of DM, CG, OC</td>
<td>30 (8.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM &amp; OC</td>
<td>1 (.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The combination of 3 sub-content</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS with any 2 from CT, DM, CG, OC</td>
<td>19 (5.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT with any 2 of the DM, CG, OC</td>
<td>7 (1.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unaccepted problems</strong></td>
<td>95 (26.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of taxonomy Bloom</th>
<th>Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understanding</td>
<td>66 (18.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applying</td>
<td>177 (48.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysing</td>
<td>27 (7.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unaccepted problems</strong></td>
<td>95 (26.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>365 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data above represent number of goals by a football team for 1 season. What is the average goal for the football team for that season?

*Example 1:* 
- 1) Construct a frequency table for the given data.
- 2) By using data from 1), draw a pie chart to represents the data.
- 3) State the mode for the number of books read.

*Example 3:* 
- The above data shows the number of children of a group of staff in an office. Find:
  1) The mean number of children of the staff.
  2) The standard deviation of children of the staff.
Teachers should be exposed to problem-generating activities before they can perform this activity with students. Teachers should engage students in class to participate in problem-posing (Zakaria & Ngah, 2011). Creating a new problem or reformulating a problem is not an easy task, and it requires planning, skill, and personal strength to do this activity effectively. Previous studies have shown that problem posing can increase students’ comprehension, encourage communication of mathematics, improve students’ self-confidence, and establish positive attitudes towards mathematics. Problem posing should be given serious consideration by teachers in preparing lesson activities.
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Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Teaching experience</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teachers’ creativity</td>
<td>K1: &lt;6 yrs</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>6.831</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K2: 6 - 10 yrs</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>10.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K3: &gt;10 yrs</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>